Busy Ideas 3
Variations

BOARD
- This board is on a foldable box - convenient for travel and can be played anywhere. Even better - the box can be used for storage.

From Travel Scrabble

PLAYING
- Perhaps make out of cardboard?
- Convenient for storage purposes.

Perhaps make out of cardboard?

Cards
- Some kind of dispenser where next card sticks out?

Cards Storage
- Open top box?

Some kind of dispenser where next card sticks out?

CARDS
- From box?

Not sure for a certain box - better?
- Easy?

Play pieces etc
- Stored in cloth bag?
- Rolling end in box?
- Framework for player cards?

Play pieces etc
- Stored in cloth bag?
- Rolling end in box?
- Framework for player cards?

PLAYING
- From box?

Advance
- Small & compact
- Poster holder tube

Advance
- Small & compact
- Poster holder tube

BOX
- Folded up
- Easy to access
- Easy to store

Folded up
- Easy to access
- Easy to store

CARDS
- From box?

ADVANCE
- Small & compact
- Poster holder tube

ADVANCE
- Small & compact
- Poster holder tube

AIM - to get extra points by completing challenges requiring certain card or steps.

AIM - to get extra points by completing challenges requiring certain card or steps.

Strength Defense
- Your opponent is weak!

Strength Defense
- Your opponent is weak!

From same bowl members of 1 to 3

From same bowl members of 1 to 3

Pips
Box
- From box?

Pips
Box
- From box?

AIM - to get the most points by collecting as many points as possible.

AIM - to get the most points by collecting as many points as possible.

Points based on opponent (i.e. other player's bonds)

Points based on opponent (i.e. other player's bonds)

Useful if two players have some challenge or draw etc

Useful if two players have some challenge or draw etc